
 

  

Understanding of the World 
People and communities 

Find out about the job of a dustman/recycling 
worker 
The world 

Growing cress 
Caring for the school garden 
Litter picking in the local environment 
Sorting materials for recycling  
Learn about the impact on wildlife of pollution 
Compare before and after litter picking photos to 

discuss impact on environment 
Sort materials according to their properties 

Identify common materials and simple uses for 
them 
Create an eco-brick 
Technology 

Take before and after photos of litter picking  
Learn the importance of saving energy eg switching 

off lights and appliances etc 
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Activities 
A Different Future 
Foundation Stage  

Engage: Workshop 

10.6.19 

Express: Dress Up 

Day 

Expressive Art and Design 
Exploring and using media and materials 

Use recyclable materials for collage, models, 
mobiles 

Junk instruments 

Listen to the sounds of junk 
Learn a recycling themed song 
Describe the textures of different materials 
What else could you do with this?  
Being imaginative 

Role play recycling centre 
Create pics of a polluted world and a green world 

Create natural materials collage and a junk 
materials collage 
Creative artwork to represent their own ideas 

about recycling and reusing litter 

Physical Development 
Moving and handling 

Skills practise for Sport’s Day –Large and small 
movements in a range of ways 
Use small games equipment to develop skills –
throwing , catching, kicking etc 
Health and self-care 

Importance of walking and cycling vs car to keep us 
healthy in mind and body 
Food that you can grow 

Mathematics 
Numbers 

Collect litter and count it 
Sort litter and create pictogram 
Litter/recycling themed number problems 
Number bonds to 10 
 
Shape, space and measures 

Sort materials according to shape -3D 
Describe the shapes of everyday packaging 

Use shapes to design a logo 

Capacity –full empty bottles, how many will fit in a 
container 
Directions 
 

Personal, Social and Emotional Development 
Self-confidence and self-awareness 

Managing feelings and behaviour 

Making Relationships 

Decide on a going green goal 
Ask chn to decide on class ‘green charter’ 
Identify how people may feel in polluted 
environment or clean environment 

Create poster and explain what it is for 
Take part in litter workshop and litter picking  
During circle activities share ideas and opinions 
about pollution and its impact using focus stories 
as a starting point 

Talk about green behaviours and identify 
consequences for themselves and others. 

 
Discuss changes for transition to year one 

Communication and Language 
Listening and attention 

Listen to stories, predict and answer questions 

about them 
Role play activities 
Circle time discussions around pollution, litter 
and sustainable living 
Understanding 

Following instructions to sort materials 
Write instructions to recycle materials 
Answering how and why questions about the 

topic and stories 
Speaking 

Vocab bank of new topic themed vocabulary  
Explain what you are going to do to go green 
Act out stories 
Explain to someone why it is important to 
recycle/care for the planet 
 

Literacy 

Reading 

Recognising signs and symbols to do with litter, 

recycling etc 

Sequencing recycling themed stories – Messy 
Magpie, Polly the plastic bag, George saves the 
World by lunchtime, King Wastealot 
Read labels in recycling role play area 
Act out King Wastealot story 
Answer questions about a story 
Writing 

Creating posters about litter/wildlife/recycling 

Writing labels for recycling area 
Writing instructions for recycling an item 

List of actions that you could do to be ‘green’ 
Writing stories with narrative elements based on 
a familiar story 
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